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Why did Wilson Allen acquire Capensys?
Wilson Allen announced in October 2020 that we acquired Capensys, a leading provider of software training services 
and technology. We pursued this acquisition to extend Wilson Allen’s ability to help firms accelerate user adoption of 
technology, streamline change management, and rigorously enforce information security practices. Capensys was 
looking to increase its ability to expand its market reach, so it was a win for both companies - and our respective clients.

Didn’t you just announce a partnership between the two companies? Why is this 
acquisition occurring so soon after the partnership formation? 
We did announce a strategic alliance with Capensys during ILTA>ON in August 2020. It was our hope that the companies 
would eventually reach an agreement to combine, but we were not in a position to complete the transaction by the time 
the conference occurred. Fortunately, things moved fairly quickly thereafter and we are now in a position to move forward 
with the acquisition. Our strategy, meanwhile, remains unchanged – we believe that adding additional training services 
and a robust online learning platform to our services offerings will be hugely beneficial to our clients.

How will this partnership benefit Capensys and Wilson Allen clients?
User adoption and change management are essential aspects of every successful software implementation. Capensys 
brings enormous breadth of training experience with applications that span the life cycle of professional services 
engagements.

Capensys also has a robust training content library, training delivery tools, and an online learning platform that will allow 
our clients to provide ongoing education to their user populations, which ultimately increases the return that our clients 
realize on their technology investments.

Capensys clients will benefit from the combined company’s ability to increase investment in the training platform and 
content library, and the accelerated growth of the change management practice.

How does this partnership strengthen your combined offering to the legal and 
professional services sectors?
Wilson Allen provides software, services, and expertise to help law firms and professional services organizations 
enhance their business performance. Capensys provides a full blended offering of software training services and delivery 
tools. By bringing all of this expertise together into a single offering, we are providing an unrivaled end-to-end solution 
for the client. From the initial planning, to the final post rollout support, the activities will be coordinated, integrated, and 
service oriented. We all work towards the same goal – to help firms streamline change management and accelerate user 
adoption of the technology.
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How will this training partnership improve user adoption for your clients?
Users adopt technology change when they see the value, when it aligns with their workflows, and when they understand 
how it works. At Wilson Allen, we have deep expertise helping our clients use data and software more effectively to 
strengthen their business performance. We identify the pain points in the current environment, we work closely with a 
broad range of stakeholders across diverse practice groups, and we tailor the software solution accordingly. We then 
incorporate this in-depth understanding of the various client workflows into our training personas, which drive our change 
management and training initiatives.

We tailor the “what’s in it for me?” messaging to the key personas with targeted videos and informational comms. We 
offer a blend of training so that each user can get the understanding they need – with tools and content that pinpoint 
the learning to each individual. The result of this combined effort is a project that, from start to finish, ties in with the 
business and user goals, and results in high user adoption.

How does Capensys typically deliver training?
First and foremost, we take the time to get to know our clients and their firm culture. We believe wholeheartedly that 
blended training is the most effective and results in the highest user adoption. That’s why we provide so many training 
options to our clients – online e-learning content, training materials, quick reference guides, and instructor-led training 
and support. And most of our clients incorporate our just-in-time support and skills evaluation tools into their plan as 
well. We have recently introduced a White Glove Productivity Pack which comprises a suite of tools for individualized 
training (see more below). We work with each client to identify the blend that aligns with their budget and the firm culture 
– then help them formulate a training and support plan for their need.

We then take responsibility for the implementation of the training plan. We identify project goals so we can measure the 
success and adjust accordingly. We oversee the change management and mar-comm activities, we author the training 
materials, we source, vet and prep the trainers, and manage the trainer coverage for each phase of the rollout. We 
understand that a technology implementation is a huge undertaking for our clients, so we make it our responsibility to 
“own” the training and support elements.

Which applications will you be covering with this partnership?
Wilson Allen has unrivaled expertise in helping firms manage their client life cycle more effectively – from business 
development and client acquisition to service delivery and operations as well as billing and collections. This covers 
Elite, Aderant, Intapp, LexisNexis, Peppermint Technology, Salesforce, Introhive, ContactEase, Legal360 and Microsoft 
Dynamics, and ClearlyRated. We also have a suite of our own software that including Wilson Proforma Tracker, Wilson 
Ideate, and LawDrill. And we’re really excited to be at the cutting edge of transforming legal business analytics with Azure 
AI. Using Microsoft Azure Cognitive Services, we bring together previously siloed and unstructured data to help our 
clients gain unprecedented levels of insight to support business development and foster client relationships. We will be 
producing training for the majority of these applications.

Capensys has decades of experience helping clients train and provides support for most legal applications. These include 
Microsoft Office, Teams; iManage and NetDocuments, DocsCorp, Litera, BigHand, Workshare, CompareDocs, Adobe, 
Nuance, etc. We are now adding training for Elite 3E, Aderant, and Intapp OnePlace to this portfolio. With Wilson Allen, we 
provide a unique 360-degree coverage of the legal and financial services suite of tools.

What do you see as the future of training?
We see a few trends taking hold in the coming years. The first is remote training. Even after the pandemic has subsided 
and life has returned to some sort of new normal, we expect a significant percentage of the workforce to continue to 
work remotely. We’ve proved that it can be done – and for many folks there are significant upsides to this arrangement. 
We’ve already seen firms downsizing or “remoting” their office locations. As a result of a more dispersed workforce, and 
the added flexibility that remote training provides, we expect remote training to be the default rather than the exception 
going forward. Firms need to fully embrace this seismic shift – by actively taking steps to ensure that their users and 
their trainers are prepared for the new format.
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In conjunction with remote training, we also see users becoming more self-sufficient. They want to get answers or learn 
new skills as the need arises, then get back to work. That’s why we recently introduced the White Glove Productivity Pack 
to help firms provide just-in-time support options. This solution includes:

 � The Pathfinder – creates personal learning plans targeted specifically to users’ own workflows and individual skill 
levels. It’s especially appealing to lawyers.

 � QuickLearn – which offers personalized just-in-time support coaching and answers “how do I…?” questions by either 
viewing a quick reference guide, watching a video, or receiving step-by-step guidance within the live application.

 � LiA Live – which is really two tools in one, provides just-in-time support that works within your live application. LiA Live 
guides you through the steps needed to perform a given task so you can “get the job done” while learning how to do it. 
It also lets you create skills evaluations that also work in the live application.

Will your contact details change?
Yes, Capensys employees will move to the Wilson Allen email domain over the coming weeks. The email convention will 
be firstname.lastname@wilsonallen.com.

How will this acquisition affect the contract that I already have in place 
with Capensys?
Where assignable, Capensys customer contracts have been assigned to Wilson Allen as part of the purchase of the 
assets of the acquired company. We will honor all existing agreements through the end of their contractual terms and will 
be working to provide new paperwork to any customers who require it. Future agreements will be between Wilson Allen 
and customer(s).

Whom do I contact about training going forward?
Your day-to-day contacts at Capensys will not change. Sue, Janis, John, Judy, and team are now part of Wilson Allen. 
John Attinger will be the sales leader for Wilson Allen’s Capensys training services.

I’m looking for training on an application that I don’t see on your list. Are you 
open/able to consider adding new courses to your curriculum?
Absolutely. We maintain a roadmap of training solutions and services and will strive to provide them, and associated 
change management consulting, for all mission critical applications that make our clients successful.

Learn more
To learn more about how we can help your firm 
support its change management or training 
objectives, please visit our website or contact us. 

https://wilsonallen.com/training
https://wilsonallen.com/about/contact

